Restoring Respect ∗

George Megalogenis

This paper explores how politics and the media lost their purpose in the digital age
and what needs to be done to restore respect for the system. With the new Parliament
House celebrating its thirtieth anniversary this year, I will begin by reflecting on what
the move to the new building meant for the relationship between the politicians and
the parliamentary press gallery. The new building physically separated politicians and
journalists for the first time.
Today, we wonder how it was that the press gallery actually functioned in that little
rabbit warren in the Old Parliament House. As you walk through the prime minister’s
suite you wonder how good policy came out of that space because it is very cramped.
I never experienced the forced intimacy of the old House. I arrived in Canberra in
October 1988 as the occupants of the new House were still settling in. Nearly every
minister threw a corridor party—and then they threw another one, and then they threw
another one! In those days, John Howard was the best thrower of office parties and all
and sundry in the building were invited. Looking back, it feels like they were trying to
hang on to some of the informality that existed in the old House.
There are two other anniversaries I want to note—the 25th anniversary of the 1993
‘True Believers’ election which the Australian Labor Party won against the odds, and
the 20th anniversary of the 1998 election. Both elections served as referendums on tax
reform. The coalition put the GST question to the people from opposition in 1993 and
lost the election, but in 1988 it put the question again, this time as the government,
and won. I see these GST debates as a dividing line because after 1998 the political
system said ‘we can’t do big reform any more’.
People on the Liberal side will tell you the scare campaign Paul Keating ran in 1993
gave both sides of politics permission to be more negative. There had been negative
scare campaigns in the past, most of them in the foreign affairs space, but up until that
point it was rare for a political party to devote all its communication to saying the
other side is about to rip you off and not offer an alternative. It is a little unfair on
Paul Keating because he did offer some fairly big alternatives in 1993, but the lesson
both sides of politics drew from that election was ‘I can just be negative and I can
win, and I can win when I have nothing else to say’.
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There is a question mark about whether this was the starting point of the disruption as
several other things were happening at that time which, with the benefit of hindsight,
are more significant. For instance, the 1993 election campaign was essentially a
year-long campaign after Paul Keating took the leadership from Bob Hawke at the
end of 1991. As well, in 1992 Newspoll went from a monthly survey to a fortnightly
survey. I actually think that was the first step into the abyss for the political system,
the modern abyss that we are in now. Leaving to one side how journalists behaved
when they felt they had to report Newspoll and not policy, when Newspoll went
fortnightly the very first thing that changed is that the major parties found it easier to
dismiss their leaders.
In the parliamentary term between the 1993 and 1996 elections the Liberal Party had
three leaders—John Hewson, Alexander Downer and then John Howard. The first two
were punted because the polls said they were not going to win the next election. The
polls did not actually say that but that was what the back bench thought. Alexander
Downer was the first main party leader in our political history who did not contest an
election. The very first disruption then is that the opinion poll became news and we
need to keep that in mind when we consider what is not working today. This was way
before the internet and before the televising of federal parliament (although that
happened in the early 1990s). Those who follow my work in the media know it is
something I lamented and I went on a poll ban. At first, I said I would avoid reporting
on opinion polls outside of an election year. Now the ban is permanent.
I want to take a look at The Australian’s front page on the 1998 tax package. The
thing to remember is that the GST was being discussed by the Howard government
for a full year before we saw the package. In the year before the package was released
a lot of work went into identifying problems in the old system that the government
wanted to fix. So that is one year’s worth of preparation before the release of this
document. The main story on the front page is as straight a news report as you can get.
The first 12 paragraphs are just a recitation of what the package will mean for
individuals. The first person quoted in the piece is John Howard, but he is quoted in
the fourteenth paragraph. Then Opposition Leader Kim Beazley gets a line towards
the end before the main story spills on to the next page.
The front page includes nine case studies of people from the real world who we had
lined up weeks in advance to take a question from us the night the package was
released. The question centred on what they would gain and lose under the package
and we got a two-line response from each of them. We had already spoken to these
interview subjects about their lives and about their expectations for the package which
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gave us the headline on the front page. Throughout the paper we had each of those
case studies represent a certain part of the constituency that was affected by this
package. The reason I am going through the detail is to show how much work went
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into it at our end, in a sense, to honour the work a government had already put into
it—now I do not mean honour in the sense that we wanted to barrack for one side or
the other.
There is a second news story written by Richard McGregor that basically breaks down
the deal to give the states the revenue from the GST. Paul Kelly has an analysis down
the bottom of the front page. We have some pictures up the top pointing to our
analysis inside. Now the critical thing about this lift-out is that I was able to arrange in
advance for someone from each part of Australian society—whether it was business,
community organisation or tax expert—to write an analysis. They were able to tell
you as a reader their take on the GST. The only other thing in journalism today that
has this level of detail is the Budget lift-out. The Budget lift-out produces that level of
detail almost by default because 20 to 30 journalists are locked up in a room for six
hours and produce all the copy they can. The other point is that when a Budget is
released the government still feels obliged to give you the balance sheet—what you
gain and what you lose.
In 1988 the GST package was released only a fortnight before the election was called
but after the election was run and won by the government there were another seven or
eight months of negotiation with the Senate, including referrals to Senate committees.
So even though Labor might have argued the electorate only had two weeks to absorb
the GST, the system had a long time to absorb the GST before it was legislated. In the
first iteration of the debate, independent Senator Brian Harradine finally told John
Howard he would not pass the package in the form it was presented to the voters—he
did not want food in. After a couple of days John Howard said he would talk to Meg
Lees and the Democrats and get food out. On the first year anniversary of
implementation The Australian did a ‘go back to the field’ report on the impact of the
GST.
Compare that to the front page of The Australian following the release of the mining
tax package in 2010, twelve years after the GST front page. The mining tax had no
run-up. It was basically dropped on the electorate without warning. There was a 1500
page document dubbed the Henry Tax Review 1 which was released on the same day
as the mining tax. There was almost no ability for someone like me to prepare case
studies. Just think about the capacity constraint on the journalist when a government
dumps 1500 pages worth of very rich material analysing the tax system but decides to
junk the report, and then releases the small bit of paper that says here are the six
things that we are going to do and the big one is we are going to tax the mining sector
with a super profits tax.

1
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So how does a newspaper react to that reporting challenge? A big pile of paper gets
thrown at you with a couple of hours to digest. We did a pretty god job but
unfortunately we did not do the job we could have done and we certainly did not do
the job we did in 1998.
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The first couple of paragraphs in the main story read almost identically to the first
couple of paragraphs of the story we wrote in 1998. It says:
Prime Minister Kevin Rudd has sweetened his re-election pitch with a plan
to boost the employer superannuation contribution by 12 per cent and milk
the mining boom with a 10 billion dollar super profits tax.
In fact it is a sharper lead than we had in 1998. The second paragraph tells you that
Kevin Rudd has junked the Henry Tax Review. Now guess who was the first person
quoted in that story? Was it Kevin Rudd, Treasurer Wayne Swan, or Leader of the
Opposition Tony Abbott? Six paragraphs in we quote Tony Abbott saying this is not a
plan to grow the economy, this is Kevin Rudd’s plan to kill the mining boom. Tony
Abbott’s is the first active voice you read in that story. The first active voice you read
in the story in 1998 is way down the end of the first column. The first active voice is
actually the most prominent thing you see in the 2010 copy.
Why did we react to the mining tax politically? One of the reasons we reacted to it
politically as a paper is that the story had already moved on. That Sunday we were in
the lockup for the mining tax and then everybody scurried out of the lockup and did
their Sky News report or their ABC News report or tweeted. Everybody barrelled out
of that room and had already started to interpret the thing politically. So the next day’s
paper could only think politically. Now if I were the editor I might have tried to do
something different but I am not sure how different it could have looked.
There are two comment pieces in the 2010 coverage rather than one and an ‘Inside
Story’ which we prepared in advance. Within the body of the paper there are no
thoughtful analytical pieces by affected parties but about half a dozen knee-jerk
comment pieces. It would be easy for people to look at that paper and say this is a
once over, easy effort. One of the reasons why the paper could only do this—and I
think it did pretty well under the circumstances—is because politics did not give us
time to digest the package. The mining tax was very popular but it was dead on arrival
for another reason—the first thing the public heard about it was the opposition to it.
Everybody on the Labor side understands the lesson from this period. However, when
we look at these two front pages we are looking at two different worlds—1998 has
thoughtful analysis, a year’s worth of preparation, and we knew there would be
another year or so of debate before this thing was finally in your pocket or comes out
of your pocket, whereas 2010 was hit-and-run.
Another example of the hit-and-run approach is the list at the bottom of page two
telling you where you could see all your favourite journalists from The Australian—
Paul Kelly will appear here, here, and here, Dennis Shanahan will appear there. There
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was a line saying I would be live blogging at midday on the Monday. For the life of
me I cannot imagine how it was that I could have got my head around the mining tax
package on one day, when the next thing I had to do was answer questions from
readers.
From that point on it was the speed of the change that basically talked me out of
journalism. This was the year when I felt daily journalism had become too quick for
boring policy focused journalists like me. The election campaign that year—2010—
was the first election campaign where a story you broke would not be followed up by
your colleagues. Not because it was not a good story—and a couple of mates did ring
me after one particular piece I wrote and said ‘love your story mate but I am sorry we
can’t follow it up because the bus is taking us out here’, and then Mark Latham’s
about to monster Julia Gillard somewhere, and Tony Abbott’s hiding away because he
is 20 points clear in the polls. It almost became impossible to be a thoughtful
journalist in this world.
Now the biggest disruption between 1998 and 2010 was not Newspoll but the digital
revolution. I am going to try and put myself in the shoes of a politician. I see this
thing called social media and I see this guy—‘George M’ for argument’s sake—who
is always asking me these terrible nit-picking questions about the impact of this or
that line of this package. I am sick of talking to him; and now I don’t need to talk to
him because I can get my message out immediately to the people I need to persuade
via social media.
The language Tony Abbott used to oppose the mining tax had been fashioned in that
digital world and he had only been Opposition Leader for six months at that point.
That language fit on a tweet and it got you the top line of a television news bulletin
that night. At the same time television news had contracted, it had shrunk the air time
it gave to national affairs to basically a sound bite.
Incidentally, Kevin Rudd had been the first to successful adapt to the digital age. You
can see this by comparing the very long election campaign of 2007, the year of
Kevin07, with the 1998 campaign. All through 1998 journalists were trying to figure
out the impact of the GST on this or that, but all the way through 2007 we were trying
to stop Kevin Rudd long enough to ask him a question. Of course he would not take a
question from the press gallery because he could go on FM radio, he could go on
social media and he could go on Rove McManus where he gets asked who he would
turn gay for.
The thing that really annoyed John Howard during the 2007 campaign was that Kevin
Rudd did not have two bad days in a row. It was the first time in John Howard’s
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public life that an opponent did not have two bad days in the media in a row, and if
you do not have two bad days in the media in a row, the other side can’t get their
hooks into you. Kevin Rudd was so quick and so intuitive in his adaptation to this
new media that it looked like all the rules had been rewritten.
There were a couple of politicians before him who had used new media to basically
jump traditional containment lines—not just the press gallery, but also their party
rooms—to make a case to the public to elect them. The first and most famous
example that political academics cite is Robert Menzies and his use of radio. 2 It took
Menzies a long time to remake himself—he was a prime minister who could not hold
his government together during the war. But by 1942 he was issuing these sermons to
middle Australia about the ‘forgotten people’, sermons that by 1949 have him elected
at the top of a boom. Labor lost power at the top of the boom to a guy who remained
prime minister for the next 16 years.
The next one after Robert Menzies was then ACTU President Bob Hawke who used
television in the 1970s in the way Donald Trump uses Twitter today. So whereas
Robert Menzies was this comforting voice in your lounge room coming through the
wireless, Bob Hawke was in your home and it was the first time you had heard a
politician speak to you like this. Bob Hawke was still doing public rallies, still doing
all the other things he needed to do, still taking questions from the regular press, but
he got into middle Australia via another means and he was the first one to do so.
When Bob Hawke turned up most people did not know what an ACTU president was.
Suddenly here is this guy in your living room who is fighting for your side if you are a
Labor voter. And if you were a conservative voter, Hawke showed you another side of
himself, which was that he liked to cut deals and he understood business. Even though
in those early days he had very little support in the Labor party caucus, by the midseventies Bob Hawke was able to position himself as an alternate prime minister.
The difference with social media, compared to radio and television, is that when you
do that disruption, when you grab a political system from the outside as Kevin Rudd
and later Barrack Obama did, and then subsequently Donald Trump, it is just as easy
for your opponents to use that system to stop stuff from happening. So what Robert
Menzies and Bob Hawke were able to do through radio and television, in a world
where we still operated at the pace of that 1998 lift-out I mentioned, was gain
attention. But the system still worked the way it always worked—the public service
gave advice, the government prepared the ground for a big policy reform and sold its
case to the people and it took questions from the media.
2

In 1942, Robert Menzies broadcast a series of weekly Friday night talks on 2UE and affiliated
stations, the most famous of which is ‘The Forgotten People’.
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In the social media age the temptation to avoid all those other things is overwhelming.
If I were in Kevin Rudd’s shoes or even, by the end of it, John Howard’s shoes, and I
thought that I could avoid taking a question from a journalist like me I would
probably take up that opportunity for a year or two. But—and this is the big ‘but’—if
I then saw the main party vote, which had been reliably 40 per cent when we got
kicked out of government and 50 per cent when we entered government, start to leak I
would think differently. The two parties used to rely on 80 or 90 per cent of the
Australian population turning out for them nearly every time an election was held.
So the contest was in and around that last 10 per cent—half of whom probably were
not paying attention and the other half of whom were active swinging voters.
When you are pitching to that five per cent, social media is not the most logical means
of appealing to them because they weigh up their vote. So you need to slow down
your communication to make sure you have persuaded them. That was how the
system operated for as long as anyone could remember.
But the contest today is for a larger floating voter, covering not 10 or 20 per cent of
the electorate, but 30 or even 40 per cent. You only need the two main parties to each
lose 10 per cent of their respective primary vote to the independents to have a
US-style disruption in the political system. It means when you go to work, even the
day after you get elected, you only have about a third of the electorate committed to
you and two-thirds ready to dump you almost immediately. In that world—and this is
the world in which a lot of politicians have been operating over the last 10 or so years
and this is the world where a government thinks it can drop a mining tax policy on
you and expect to have it passed within a week—why do you think they are struggling
to get their message out?
Now this is the most complicated bit of this story for me because I am asking people
in public life to take the media on trust again. If I took a survey today of this room,
trust in parliament is presumably where everybody would expect it to be—fairly low,
trust in media you would also expect to be fairly low. Trust in the public service you
would hope is still fairly high, but there would be a question mark because of outside
forces. Trust in something like the ABC you would think would still be fairly high,
but a question mark again for the ABC. When I think about the question of how to
restore respect in parliament, I do not think you can restore respect to parliament until
politics treats the media with respect again.
This is a very difficult thing to explain to politicians, not because they are difficult
people, but it is just very difficult in this environment to get them to trust what it is I
am about to suggest to them, to trust that it is in their short-term interest. I think one
of the reasons our two parties are on the nose is that politicians are asking the people
to process information faster when than is humanly possible. This was already
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apparent by 2010 with the mining tax ‘here is a big pile of paper, digest it, oh hang on
someone has just said no, alright I’ll drop it’. Public engagement in politics has not
changed. People are still interested in politics but most of the time they want to be left
alone. Because I have been living outside of the political bubble for a few years now,
I can tell you the two things that went completely off the scale were Bronwyn
Bishop’s helicopter ride and Barnaby Joyce. Conversations at cafes and with
neighbours would become intensely political for two seconds before you returned to
real issues like the footy!
The thing is when you discuss issues with these same people they have all the time in
the world to talk to you about the local school or about the council trying to re-pave
the road and mucking it all up and so on. Most of the political parties have been told
this repeatedly—if you can find an issue that the electorate is already engaged in and
you can slow your conversation down and talk to them about it, they will respect you
for it. But in this souped up media environment it is very difficult for one side or the
other to take that leap of faith. As I said, what I am trying to propose here is
something else. I am trying to propose that politics find a way to resubmit to scrutiny
from media.
The other day I saw Shadow Treasurer Chris Bowen on 7.30 trying to explain to
Leigh Sales the superannuation changes the Labor Party had just announced. It was a
brilliant interview by Leigh Sales and an interesting performance from Chris Bowen.
She asked him very specific questions about who was affected—the sorts of questions
you would have seen answered in that 1998 lift-out. He replied with a very broad
number and then did not want to engage in the detail. This observation is not just
about Chris Bowen by the way, but when I saw that I thought you have not had
enough exposure as a politician to that sort of questioning because for a minute there
he looked a little flummoxed. This is also not an observation specific to Labor—I can
make that observation about pretty much any politician across the board.
The willingness to submit yourself to an interview by somebody who is not on your
side requires not just confidence in your own message but also an understanding that
the system relies on that dialogue to be able to then make deeper connections to the
electorate. How do we know this? We know this because in the past when the two
parties had closer to 90 per cent of the primary vote locked up between them, leaders
on both sides—prime ministers, opposition leaders, treasurers, shadow treasurers—
would sit down at Parliament House and take all questions for an hour and a half.
We would come out of those press conferences with five or six stories. If you
compare the answers given by Paul Keating or John Howard to the very combative
but direct questions from the press gallery to the equivalent press conference now—
remember how the thing is set up, firstly there might be 10 or 20 journalists there so
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there should be 20 to 30 Australian flags behind the leader. I have just made that up.
It is obviously not 30 but I think we went close one day didn’t we? The leader has got
to project total confidence. A journalist asks a hard question and then the leader has to
belt the journalist. Of course it was ever thus. The journalist asks another hard
question and the leader says right, I've got to zip.
I am not suggesting they were the glory days but in the 1980s and 1990s politicians
still had not been tempted by this idea that they could avoid the press gallery
completely. They still had not had the digital temptation. There had been temptations
of television and radio but the engagement was still mediated by the press gallery. To
put them back in that room now when they are not ready for that conversation would
make for the most diabolical viewing. But, and this is again the big ‘but’, I think
politicians would be the better for it in the long run.
I will personalise this—John Howard was very good at staying in touch with press
gallery journalists who consistently gave him a hard time. He thought taking their
questions kept him ‘match fit’. He went on talkback radio not to arouse an audience
so much as to prove he could take any question from talkback. He viewed these things
as tests of temperament. Today—and this has been the case now for about the last
10 or so years—most people in parliament want to know how a journalist votes even
though they deny it. They want to know which way a journalist leans. Most journalists
do not want to be forced to choose but outside of the press gallery there are a lot of
journalists—more commentators than journalists—prepared to pick a team. Why is
that? It may be easier to gain access that way, but really, why is that?
I think part of the reason is once politicians left the mediated space of the press
gallery and wanted to talk directly to people, some journalists decided to go where the
audience was and followed the politician down that tunnel. By the way, I do not think
it is a good place for journalists to be but I think there was a structural temptation.
We have had the experiment and it is not working.
Now how do you fix it? I know I keep posing this question and I am sort of waiting,
not for a flash of inspiration, but for the moment where I want to say the most
controversial thing. The most disturbing thing about the relationship between media
and politics today is the idea on both sides that when you get into government the
communications minister and even the prime minister run the ABC. The last thing
you would want to do in terms of the national interest is contest your national
broadcaster’s right to exist. To politicise it to the extent it has been politicised by both
sides over the last 10 or 15 years is almost the last step into the abyss.
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Because I am quite aware of a lot of the goings on behind the scenes in the political
sphere, I can tell you for a fact that for the last 10 or 15 years both sides have yielded
to the temptation to micromanage the ABC. Bob Hawke and Paul Keating and John
Howard were at war with the ABC but in that world there was still an understanding
that there were some separations of power. Now because the ABC has the last big
audience in the media and is the last media institution that is respected, the temptation
to try and co-opt that to a political purpose is manifest in the political system.
So, the first temptation to go down the rabbit hole of digital media has not worked,
but politicians think hang on a minute, the ABC is still viable, I will latch onto that.
For the life of me I cannot understand why ministers—plural—across both sides of
politics would be contesting panellists on Q&A, and then waste the day after a Q&A
episode arguing the toss over a question that was asked in the room. I cannot
understand why you would devote that much energy to that particular issue. Actually I
do know why, and it is not corrupt intent, it is just an attempt to control what is left
because everything else does not add up at the moment for people in public life.
Remember I think the primary point—and it is the primary take out for the
politician—is that your public language will improve if you take questions from
people who are trying to make your life harder. At the moment too many people in
public life will only do interviews with the person they think is not going to give them
a hard time. That micro communication to who you imagine is your base does not get
you back to 50 per cent of the primary vote at an election. Weirdly at the last federal
election Labor almost won on a primary vote in the mid-30s. Can you imagine how
volatile the situation would be for any side of politics to come into power with a
primary vote in the mid-30s?
The people who are consuming politics at whichever speed they are consuming it
today can be turned into a 40 or 50 or 60 or 70 per cent support on an issue.
The same-sex marriage vote last year tells you there is a super majority on some
social reforms—in that case it was plus 60 per cent and there was a majority in every
state. I think the public is not as negative as perhaps politics perceives it to be. It is
possible to build big majorities, but to build a majority like that you have to view the
Australian people in the way they were viewed in the past, as a coalition of interests,
and you have to build a big coalition to win.
If you are in public life have a good look at the way press conferences were conducted
in the past. They were very scratchy, the questions were longwinded and none of us
had media training. We were print people and we would be yelling over each other to
get the treasurer’s ear or the prime minister’s ear but people felt an obligation to
answer our questions and at length. Even though the cycle has sped up, and given the
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public were able to consume that information back then, wouldn’t you be looking for
some way to recreate that deeper conversation? As I say, I think the language of those
conversations, even if they are presented in a slicker way, will improve if your ideas
are contested. I am not saying lay off the ABC—by all means go to war with them,
but go to war with them on your idea. Do not go to war with them because they
disagree with you. Go to war with them in the ideas space. Prepare to take the
questions, knowing that the audience is going to listen to you if you give them a
decent answer.

Question — I think the point you made about building up a debate—an argument—is
a good one but take for example the Australia 2020 Summit which was set up by then
Prime Minister Rudd. It was treated with such cynicism in the run up to it, as well as
during and after it. So I think we are wishing and hoping versus reality. Perhaps you
blame the way the government of the day handled the 2020 summit but I think the
media and the commentators played a part as well.
George Megalogenis — That is actually a very good example. So what you are really
looking at there is a very, very cynical public mood. It was also just before the GFC.
So we were in a time and place then where people thought the government was just
there to write a cheque for them. I do understand that Kevin Rudd wanted to reset that
debate with the 2020 summit. Now I think he should have just kept coming back.
He moved on very quickly from the 2020 summit. In fact I remember in the week
after the 2020 summit, there were three announcements on completely different
matters—three announcements through that week. You are describing the week
I called Rudd our first federal premier—in print, sadly for me.
That is not the public mood now. How do I know this? I have been spending a lot of
time researching a couple of other ideas and, partly because I am on a deadline, I do
not want to waste your time by giving you the thesis. But I will start at the most basic
level of consumer behaviour. Consumers have moved off the ‘I’, from the ‘what’s in
it for me’, to a sense of purpose. It is a very strange world we are moving into—and
marketers will tell you this, where people are starting to think about community.
So people are more likely to buy things now that make them feel good about
themselves as opposed to buying things that have been sold to them.
The people who used to think about self accepted the cynicism as a market
transaction. Now they are over the cynicism and are looking to reconnect in some
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other way. So I think the electorate is probably more open to that type of engagement
now than it was then. The other thing to remember is the one thing to come out of that
summit which stuck is the National Disability Insurance Scheme. The National
Disability Insurance Scheme is almost a counter example of everything else that has
been tried for the last 20 years.
If I can very quickly summarise one of the other things that concerns me about
politics today is that an incoming government feels that its first three years in office is
about erasing the last three years. In the last ACT election you had a yes/no
referendum on a light rail. Victorians are about to have their second election centred
on roads versus rail, knowing that the side that wins is going to undo whatever else
the other side has done. A contract to build a road in Victoria was cancelled and a
billion dollars was paid to the contractor for not actually doing a day’s work. This is
how politics is today—in that world I think it is possible to go back to where Kevin
thought we could be in 2008.
We might be having a different debate if the climate change package had been landed
in 2009 with the Labor and Liberal parties agreeing but Rudd was trying to destroy
Turnbull at the same time as negotiating. Most people acknowledge that. Kevin Rudd
publicly acknowledged it. When the Liberals switched to Tony Abbott and the deal
was off, Rudd didn't take option two, plan B—which was to go to the Greens. So the
thing crashed and burned. He had enough votes in the Senate to pass the thing, with a
couple of Liberals crossing the floor. That would have been the most powerful
statement that could have been made at the time in politics—that the party that went
off the reservation on climate change could not stop something because a couple of
people of conscience on their side crossed the floor. It might have been possible that
something like that could have happened in 1998 where a couple of Labor people
crossed the floor to let the GST pass. That of course did not happen and we ended up
where we are today. But that does not mean the next 10 years has to be like the last 10
years. That is probably the long way of answering that question!
Question — I was particularly interested in your comment that politicians should be
encouraged to move from the instant grab on social media to a longer analysis.
The ACT chief minister recently said he hates journalists and does not want anything
to do with them. He has retracted that somewhat but he still said, for the very reason
you outlined, that he wants to go to other media. My guess is for exactly the reasons
you have described—it is a quicker way to get your message out to people. Given that
scenario, how do we change politicians to help them understand there is another way
of doing things?
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George Megalogenis — That is a good question because I am talking about politics
and the media but the most important part of this story is still the public. So how do
people with goodwill shape politics? In the first instance they are doing it anyway
because they run a revolving door of government. We are turning governments over
more quickly now which is a sign of the system’s trouble. In the democratic sense the
people are already doing the first thing. But the more interesting issue is how does the
public sphere, in a sense, pull rank on politicians and slow them down to get them to
talk about their issues?
Through my research I am finding that people are trying to do this but they are doing
it in a way that actually does not help us in the short-term. They are opting out of
politics and trying to do good elsewhere. At the moment people are more likely to
belong to a sporting association or sporting club than they are to join a trade union or
go to church, and certainly to join a political party. Unfortunately, if sport is your
default institution then the game is already up, so to speak. So there is this sense, not
so much that there are solutions out there, but there is a willing audience and I think I
was alluding to that earlier.
I am telling politicians not to micromanage the ABC—an ex-journo shouldn’t be
micromanaging the ABC either—but maybe the ABC could go on strike and not
interview a politician for a week and see what happens. And see what happens when
they open up the public space to people of goodwill, people who are knowledgeable
about specific issues and people who, because they are not trained in media, are going
to talk to you in a fresh way. That might be just a trial balloon for a week. Michael
Brissenden’s recent Four Corners report on climate change did not include one
politician. It was very refreshing not to hear a party line because it would have wasted
a minute or two of what was otherwise a brilliant program.
Question — Do the influences you described apply internationally? And related to
that, can we learn anything from any examples happening around the world today?
George Megalogenis — I think every western democratic system has been disrupted
in similar ways. I don’t want to pretend to be an expert in any of the individual
systems but I will make two observations. In the last decade or so it has been possible
for politicians to rise in a blink of a twit. It is also possible for a politician when they
are given equal status to the leaders of the main parties to suddenly get a surge in their
vote. In the 2010 British election the Liberal Democrats were suddenly front of mind
because the three leaders had a debate together. So the Liberal Democrats led by a
guy Britons hadn’t heard of suddenly had a big surge in their primary vote and of
course the party was dead after five years because their vote collapsed in 2015. So it is
possible to gain attention quickly.
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One thing you can say post-Trump is that pretty much every other jurisdiction that has
had a national election has elected a very handsome young man as a sort of
counterpoint to Trump. Think of Trudeau and Macron. I have a handsome man theory
of politics and that is that the disruptor only works the once against, unfortunately, a
woman. I think some older electors have a lot of psychological reasons against having
women in power, which is very, very unfortunate. So whereas you might get a
disruptive figure stopping a woman from getting national office, the guy who comes
after him tends to be the opposite because the public are then projecting back for some
sense of normalcy and they end up electing somebody younger.
Now in all these systems, the big switch you get is when you energise voters under
thirty-five. It is less possible to do this overseas than in Australia under a compulsory
voting system. The under 35s are the big profound switchers where majorities become
possible again. And we have only had one example of that in Australia in the last 20
years in 2007 with Kevin 07. Post the Brexit vote you see great concern in the British
political system about how a lot of young people did not turn out for that plebiscite.
It was only a plebiscite but they ended up leaving the EU anyway. Well, they are
planning to—they have not gone yet.
There is a democratic survival instinct that centres on deep engagement with young
people—which means after I get them the first time to get me into power I find a way
to hang on to power via them. If you could activate a larger portion of the electorate
than has been activated now, I think you would have big changes in a lot of the
debates we are having now. As I said the reason why I mentioned overseas is because
there are a couple of cases where you see that ‘oh thank god that looks like a normal
person, I'll give him a majority’ reaction. What happens next is probably the test cases
that we are more interested in—how does Canada govern, how does France govern,
with an activated youth vote?
Question — You talked about respect, particularly politicians learning to respect the
work of journalists and then conversely journalists being more respectful of
politicians. I think you have left the important bit out and that is the public. One of the
things that frequently comes up on social media is that the public does not trust
journalists anymore. One of the examples you alluded to from recent times is the
Barnaby Joyce saga. Why did journalists bother to keep talking to Barnaby Joyce
once it was clear he had done what he had done? Can you comment on the public
getting respect for journalism?
George Megalogenis— I didn’t mention the public but they are front of mind for me.
But I don’t want journalists to pitch directly to the public because I don’t think that is
the role of journalism. Then you would have a totally conflicted system, then you
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would have journalists not acting as filters of information and translators of
information, rather you would have an alternate power centre. In the Australian
system journalists are not expected to pick a team but I think the public is already
sensing that a fraction of them have picked a team and that then leads to a total
collapse in trust. Another fraction, because they don’t know how to get people to
engage with deep thoughtful journalism, are doing the show trial of celebrity.
So maybe the public are noticing the fringes.
Because we are in the parliament the subject matter is the people who govern us and
the people who can test ideas in the public spaces as politicians, but the ‘subject
matter’ have to change their behaviour to be able to give journalists a chance to
restore respect in journalists. I do like the idea of a ban on politics for a week on the
ABC but that is probably not going to happen, but I think the idea that journalists
could somehow pitch directly to the people is where a lot of these sticky digital traps
occur.
The impression that you get instant validation, from people you have never met,
seems to tell you that you are okay, but I think that that is the worst possible way to
function. Most authors would like to have their manuscripts published without an
editor. In fact that is the worst thing an author could do. Absolutely the worst thing an
author could do is to rush a manuscript through. The first test is the editor and the
editor’s trying to help the manuscript flow. Of course even if manuscripts are well
edited, after you publish them you still have six or seven other ideas you wish you had
put into the thing. Going to the other side of the story, basically having a journalist
pitch for love from the public without a contest or without an editor is probably the
worst idea. I know you weren’t suggesting that but I am just following some of these
thoughts through.
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